“[The authors] are major leaders in the contemporary study of the Psalms. . . . Hossfeld and Zenger’s distinctive contribution to Psalms study is the seriousness with which they take issues involved in the shape and shaping of the Book of Psalms. They do meticulous redaction-critical work . . . [Amid] the wealth of specialized scholarly material, the pastor will discover helpful theological observations that clearly have homiletical potential, especially in the ‘Significance’ sections. . . . The authors address theologically and ethically significant issues such as poverty . . . justice . . . and a faithful appropriation of the so-called ‘cursing psalms.’ . . . In short, Psalms 2 will be an indispensable work for Psalms scholars; but pastors, especially those who want to engage the Psalms in a serious and detailed way, will also find much accessible, illuminating, and preachable material.”
J. Clinton McCann Jr., Trinity Seminary Review

“The result . . . is impressive: [Psalms 2] fuses together the familiar characteristics of the Hermeneia series (its philological and textual concerns, and its interpretation of texts in the history of tradition) with the distinctive diachronic and synchronic readings which these two scholars have applied to the psalms and the Psalter in so many of their earlier works. . . . Both the depth and breadth of analysis make this a commentary with a difference—one which, unusually, can satisfy both the enquiring critical scholar and the more theologically minded pastor. Linda Maloney, the translator, and the editors of Hermeneia are to be congratulated for affording English readers access to what promises to be a landmark commentary.”
Susan Gillingham, Expository Times

“Hossfeld and Zenger’s three-volume series will become the starting point for a new generation of scholars looking for close readings of the text.”
Jamie Grant, European Journal of Theology

“Throughout, a great wealth of material is presented, marked by close attention to the biblical text and the mass of scholarly discussion, and the volume is full of stimulating observations and insights which, for all their often rather hypothetical and probably controversial nature, may by that very token help to foster fresh understanding of the Psalter. It is a fine achievement.”
E. Ball, Journal for the Study of the Old Testament